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Phase-space techniques are generalised to nonlinear quantum electrodynamics beyond the rotating
wave approximation, resulting in an essentially classical picture of radiation dynamics.
PACS numbers: XXZ
This is an early version of [1], with a number of
formal details omitted there.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to generalise phase-space tech-
niques to nonlinear quantum electrodynamics. A system-
atic introduction to conventional phase-space concepts
may be found, e.g., in Mandel and Wolf [2]. For our
methods we owe a lot to Agarwal and Wolf [3]. It is ad-
visable for the reader to familiarise himself with section
II of our paper [4] before continuing with this one.
Coherent states of the harmonic oscillator, which tra-
ditionally serve as an entry point to phase-space ap-
proaches, were introduced by Schro¨dinger as early as
1926 [5]. That quantum dynamics of free bosonic systems
maps to classical dynamics irrespective of the quantum
state was firstly noticed by Feynman in his review on
path integrals [6]. This understanding was instrumen-
tal in developing quantum theory of photodetection by
Glauber [7]. Glauber’s theory was initially formulated for
free electromagnetic fields. It was extended to interacting
fields by Kelley and Kleiner [8, 9]. However, de Haan [10]
and later Bykov and Tatarskii [11, 12] pointed out that
Kelley-Kleiner’s results are limited to the resonance, or
rotating wave, approximation (RWA). Taking them out-
side the RWA leads to causality violations. In this paper,
we lift this last restriction, generalising phase-space con-
cepts to an arbitrary case of electromagnetic interaction.
Our approach [4, 13–16] (see also Refs. [17–19]) hinges
on explicit causality as a guiding principle. It origi-
nates in the observation that the commutator of free
electromagnetic-field operators depends only on the lin-
ear response function, or, which is the same, retarded
Green function, of the free field. In Ref. [18] the formula
relating commutator to response was called the wave
quantisation relation. In Ref. [13], we demonstrated that
the wave quantisation relation leads to the so called re-
sponse transformation of linear quantum dynamics. It
was shown that the latter serves as an alternative entry
point to conventional phase-space approaches, revealing
the profound connection between causality (inherent in
response of the field) and such formal concepts as nor-
mal ordering of bosonic operators. In Refs. [14, 15], we
postulated response transformations for Heisenberg field
operators and showed that it results in a natural response
formulation of quantum fields, which is at the same time
a phase-space formulation generalised beyond the RWA.
Analyses in Ref. [13] were limited to linear systems,
while those in Refs. [14, 15] were to a large extent kine-
matical. Response transformation of nonlinear quantum
dynamics was developed in Refs. [4, 16]. In Ref. [16] we
applied response transformation to Wick’s theorem. The
emerging relations were called causal Wick theorems . In
Ref. [4] the causal Wick theorem for the electromagnetic
field was combined with Dyson’s standard perturbative
approach of quantum field theory [20]. In this paper,
we put results of Refs. [4, 13–16] together. We encounter
perfect consistency of generalised phase-space concepts
introduced in Refs. [14, 15] with quantum dynamics in
response representation devised in Refs. [4, 16] — not
quite unexpectedly, given that all results are ultimately
due to the wave quantisation formula.
The result of this paper in a nutshell is that, expressed
in phase-space terms, dynamics of the electromagnetic
field becomes classical. In particular, propagation of the
field in space and time is always subject to strict causal-
ity. Formally, this is due to properties of the free field
(ultimately, to Feynman’s observation) and to the bilin-
ear structure of the electromagnetic interaction.
The paper is organised as follows. In section II we re-
call conventional [8, 9] and amended [14, 15] definitions
of the time-normal ordering. In section III, we reiter-
ate results of Ref. [4]. Sections IV and V are concerned
with parallelism between classical stochastic and quan-
tum electrodynamics. In section IV, we rewrite results of
Ref. [4] in terms of time-normally ordered operator aver-
ages, and show that this leads to an essentially classical
picture of electromagnetic interactions. In section V, we
introduce the concept of P-functional, which generalises
the conventional P-function [2] to multitime quantum av-
erages of Heisenberg operators, and show that any rela-
tion for time-normal operator averages and P-functionals
coincides with some relation for classical stochastic av-
erages and probability distributions. In section VI we
demonstrate that P-functionals also give a natural, and
in essense classical, insight into the electromagnetic self-
2action (“dressing”) problem. In section VII we briefly
discuss mathematical complications hidden behind the
apparent simplicity of our formulae. The appendix is
concerned with functional probability distributions and
related issues.
II. TIME-NORMAL ORDERING OF
OPERATORS
A. Preliminary remarks
We start from refreshing our memory on the concepts
of time-normal operator product and time-normal aver-
age. As in Ref. [4] we distinguish the narrow-band and
broad-band case s, which differ in whether the resonance,
or rotating wave, approximation (RWA) is or is not made
in dynamics. In the narrow-band case, definition of the
time-normal ordering follows Kelley and Kleiner [8, 9]. In
the broad-band case, we adhere to the amended definition
of Refs. [14, 15]. For formal justifications and discussions
see Refs. [4, 13–16] (cf. also Refs. [18, 19]).
To be specific, we talk about the Heisenberg dipole-
momentum operator Dˆ(t) and its Hermitian-adjoint
Dˆ†(t) in the narrow-band case, and about the Heisen-
berg current operator Jˆ (t) in the broad-band case. For
brevity we drop all arguments of the operators except
time. As dynamical quantities, the dipole and current
operators will be defined in section IIIA. For purposes
of this section, their physical nature is irrelevant. Her-
miticity of Jˆ (t) does not matter either, with the only
exception of reality conditions in section IID.
B. The narrow-band case
In the narrow-band case, time-normal operator order-
ing is an operation which places all Dˆ†(t)’s to the left
of all Dˆ(t)’s. Among themselves, the Dˆ(t) operators are
time-ordered, which means setting them from left to right
in the order of decreasing time arguments. The Dˆ†(t)
operators are reverse-time-ordered, which means setting
them from left to right in the order of increasing time ar-
guments. These two types of time-ordering are denoted
as T+ and T−, respectively. That is,
T :Dˆ†(t1) · · · Dˆ†(tm)Dˆ(t′1) · · · Dˆ(t′n):
= T−Dˆ†(t1) · · · Dˆ†(tm)T+Dˆ(t′1) · · · Dˆ(t′n). (1)
The notation T : · · · : for the time-normal ordering is bor-
rowed from Mandel and Wolf [2].
In quantum field theory and condensed matter physics
[21–23], the double-time-ordered structure as in (1) is
commonly expressed as a closed-time-loop, or C-contour,
ordering, which we denote TC . Formally, one marks op-
erators under the T±-orderings by ± indices, and allows
them to commute freely. So, eq. (1) in terms of the TC-
ordering becomes,
T :Dˆ†(t1) · · · Dˆ†(tm)Dˆ(t′1) · · · Dˆ(t′n):
= TCDˆ†−(t1) · · · Dˆ†−(tm)Dˆ+(t′1) · · · Dˆ+(t′n),
= TCDˆ+(t′1) · · · Dˆ+(t′n)Dˆ†−(t1) · · · Dˆ†−(tm). (2)
etc. For more details see, e.g., our Ref. [15].
Of actual interest to us are the time-normal averages
of the dipole operators,
〈T :Dˆ†(t1) · · · Dˆ†(tm)Dˆ(t′1) · · · Dˆ(t′n):〉
=
im(−i)nδm+nΦ(ν, ν∗)
δν(t1) · · · δν(tm)δν∗(t′1) · · · δν∗(t′n)
∣∣
ν=0
. (3)
We have immediately introduced their generating, or
characteristic, functional,
Φ
(
ν, ν∗
)
=
〈
T : exp
{
i
∫
dt
[
ν∗(t)Dˆ(t)−ν(t)Dˆ†(t)]
}
:
〉
=
〈
TC exp
{
i
∫
dt
[
ν∗(t)Dˆ+(t)− ν(t)Dˆ†−(t)
]}〉
, (4)
where ν(t) is an auxiliary complex c-number function.
The same in terms of the double-time-ordering reads,
Φ
(
ν, ν∗
)
=
〈
T− exp
[
− i
∫
dtν(t)Dˆ†(t)
]
× T+ exp
[
i
∫
dtν∗(t)Dˆ(t)
]〉
. (5)
The averaging in eqs. (3)–(5) is over the initial (Heisen-
berg) state of the system,
〈 · · · 〉 = Trρˆ(· · · ), (6)
where the ellipsis stands for an arbitrary operator. Un-
like in Refs. [13–15, 19], we define (4) with a complex-
conjugate pair of arguments ν(t), ν∗(t) in place of a pair
of independent functions ν(t), ν¯(t). The reason for this
was clarified in [4], section VB.
A word of extreme caution is in place here. The time-
normal ordering (1), (2) is defined only for products of
(more generally speaking, for quantities that may be re-
garded functionals of) Dˆ(t), Dˆ†(t). Ignoring this reserva-
tion leads to confusion and plain nonsense. For example,
in physical models, dipole operators are commonly de-
fined as,
Dˆ(t) = ψˆ†g(t)ψˆe(t), (7)
where ψˆ†g(t) and ψˆe(t) are creation and annihilation oper-
ators for the ground and excited states (say) of an atom.
Definitions like (1), (2) may then be given for the atomic
operators. To maintain rigour, one has to introduce two
3symbols, e.g., T Dˆ: · · · : and T ψˆ: · · · :, for time-normal or-
derings with respect to dipole momenta and to atomic
operators. Then, for the dipole operators,
T Dˆ:Dˆ†(t)Dˆ(t′): = Dˆ†(t)Dˆ(t′)
= ψˆ†g(t)ψˆe(t)ψˆ
†
g(t
′)ψˆe(t
′), (8)
whereas for the atomic operators [24],
T ψˆ:Dˆ†(t)Dˆ(t′): = T ψˆ:ψˆ†g(t)ψˆe(t)ψˆ†g(t′)ψˆe(t′):
= T¯ ψˆ†g(t
′)ψˆ†g(t)T ψˆe(t)ψˆe(t
′). (9)
These two quantities are distinct for t 6= t′ (recall that
Dˆ(t), ψˆg(t), ψˆe(t) are Heisenberg operators). By ignor-
ing the difference between T Dˆ: · · · : and T ψˆ: · · · : one can
“prove” that quantities (8) and (9) coincide. This is one
example of the aforementioned “plain nonsense.” Similar
reservations apply to other cases of time-normal ordering.
C. The broad-band case
In the broad-band case, the time-normal averages of
the current operator are defined through their generating
functional,
〈T :Jˆ (t1) · · · Jˆ (tm):〉 = (−i)
mδmΦ
(
ζ
)
δζ(t1) · · · δζ(tm)
∣∣
ζ=0
, (10)
which is postulated to be [13–15],
Φ(ζ) ≡
〈
T : exp
[
i
∫
dtζ(t)Jˆ (t)
]
:
〉
=
〈
TC exp
{
i
∫
dt
[
ζ(−)(t)Jˆ+(t) + ζ(+)(t)Jˆ−(t)
]}〉
.
(11)
The symbols (±) denote separation of the frequency-
positive and negative parts of functions,
f(t) = f (+)(t) + f (−)(t),
f (±)(t) =
+∞∫
−∞
dω
2pi
e−iωtθ(±ω)fω, fω =
+∞∫
−∞
dteiωtf(t).
(12)
This operation is alternatively expressed as an integral
transformation,
f (±)(t) =
∫
dt′δ(±)(t− t′)f(t′), (13)
where
δ(±)(t) = δ(∓)(−t) = [δ(∓)(t)]∗ = ± 1
2pii(t∓ i0+) (14)
are the frequency-positive and negative parts of the delta-
function. For more details on this operation see Ref. [14],
appendix A.
Accounting for (13), eq. (11) reads,
Φ(ζ) =
〈
TC exp
{
i
∫
dtdt′ζ(t)
[
δ(−)(t− t′)Jˆ−(t′)
+ δ(+)(t− t′)Jˆ+(t′)
]}〉
. (15)
Differentiating (15) as per eq. (10) we find the explicit
formula,
〈T :Jˆ (t1) · · · Jˆ (tm):〉
=
〈
TC
∫
dt′1 · · · dt′m
m∏
l=1
[
δ(−)(tl − t′l)Jˆ−(t′l)
+ δ(+)(tl − t′l)Jˆ+(t′l)
]〉
. (16)
The GKK definition is recovered applying separation
of the frequency-positive and negative parts to the oper-
ators,
〈T :Jˆ (t1) · · · Jˆ (tm):〉|GKK
=
〈
TC
m∏
l=1
[Jˆ (−)− (tl) + Jˆ (+)+ (tl)]
〉
, (RWA only) (17)
which coincides with (1) up to the replacements,
Jˆ (+)(t)↔ Dˆ(t), Jˆ (−)(t)↔ Dˆ†(t). (18)
In general, eq. (17) is incorrect, because separation of the
frequency-positive and negative parts in (16) applies to
TC-ordered products of the operators and not to the op-
erators themselves. It becomes a valid approximation un-
der the RWA. For a detailed discussion see Refs. [4, 14].
D. Reality and causality
Consistency of all physical interpretations in this paper
hinge on reality and causality properties of time-normal
products and averages. Using that Hermitian conjuga-
tion reverts the order of operators we find,
[T :Dˆ†(t1) · · · Dˆ†(tm)Dˆ(t′1) · · · Dˆ(t′n):]†
= T :Dˆ(t1) · · · Dˆ(tm)Dˆ†(t′1) · · · Dˆ†(t′n):. (19)
Adding eq. (14) to the argument and assuming Hermitic-
ity of Jˆ (t) it is also straightforward to show that,
[T :Jˆ (t1) · · · Jˆ (tm):]† = T :Jˆ (t1) · · · Jˆ (tm):. (20)
The time-normal averages of the current operator are
therefore real,〈T :Jˆ (t1) · · · Jˆ (tm):〉∗ = 〈T :Jˆ (t1) · · · Jˆ (tm):〉, (21)
4while those of the dipole operators obey the natural prop-
erty,〈T :Dˆ†(t1) · · · Dˆ†(tm)Dˆ(t′1) · · · Dˆ(t′n):〉∗
=
〈T :Dˆ(t1) · · · Dˆ(tm)Dˆ†(t′1) · · · Dˆ†(t′n):〉. (22)
As to causality, the following “no-peep-into-the-
future” theorem holds: a time-normal product depends
on the Heisenberg operators it comprises only for times
not later than the latest time argument of these operators
[25]. If dependence of some operators on a perturbation
is causal, dependence of their time-normal products on
this perturbation is also causal. The question of causal-
ity of time-normal products reduces to that of quantum
equations of motion. The “no-peep-into-the-future theo-
rem” extends the causality conditions verified in [14] from
additive external sources in equations of motion to arbi-
trary perturbations. It holds trivially in the narrow-band
case, but becomes nontrivial in the broad-band case, be-
cause separation of the frequency-positive and negative
parts smears functions all over the time axis. In fact, the
“future tail” in eq. (16) cancels. For a proof see Ref. [25].
III. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS IN
RESPONSE REPRESENTATION REVISITED
A. The Hamiltonian
In this section, we reiterate key results of our previous
paper [4]. In Ref. [4], we considered a quantum device
interacting with a collection of oscillator modes, with the
Hamiltonian in the interaction picture being,
Hˆ(t) = ~
N∑
κ=1
ωκaˆ
†
κaˆκ + Hˆdev(t) + HˆI(t). (23)
The oscillators, represented by the standard creation and
annihilation operators,[
aˆκ, aˆ
†
κ′
]
= δkκ′ , κ, κ
′ = 1, · · · , N. (24)
are organised in two quantised fields,
Eˆ(x, t) = i
M∑
κ=1
√
~ωκ
2
uκ(x)aˆκe
−i(ωκ−ω0)t, (25)
Eˆ†(x, t) = −i
M∑
κ=1
√
~ωκ
2
u∗κ(x)aˆ
†
κe
i(ωκ−ω0)t,
Aˆ(x, t) =
N∑
κ=M+1
√
~
2ωκ
uκ(x)aˆκe
−iωκt +H.c. , (26)
where uk(x) are complex mode functions, and variable x
comprises all field arguments except time. Electromag-
netic interaction in (23) is split accordingly,
HˆI(t) = Hˆ
(1)
I (t) + Hˆ
(2)
I (t). (27)
The narrow-band , or resonant , field Eˆ(x, t) interacts with
the device according to the resonant Hamiltonian,
Hˆ
(1)
I (t) = −
∫
dx
[
Dˆ(x, t)Eˆ†(x, t) + Dˆ(x, t)E∗e (x, t)
+De(x, t)Eˆ
†(x, t)
]
+H.c. , (28)
while the broad-band , or nonresonant , field Aˆ(x, t) —
according to the nonresonant Hamiltonian,
Hˆ
(2)
I (t) = −
∫
dx
[
Jˆ(x, t)Aˆ(x, t) + Jˆ(x, t)Ae(x, t)
+ Je(x, t)Aˆ(x, t)
]
. (29)
The Hamiltonian Hˆdev(t), the dipole momentum Dˆ(x, t)
and the current operator Jˆ(x, t) describe the device.
They commute with aˆκ, aˆ
†
κ and otherwise remain arbi-
trary. The initial state of all oscillators is vacuum, while
that of the device is also arbitrary. The c-number ex-
ternal sources Ee(x, t), De(x, t), Ae(x, t), and Je(x, t) are
added for formal purposes.
Hamiltonian (23) may be adjusted to any conceivable
case of electromagnetic interaction. From our perspec-
tive, this Hamiltonian is a structural model of a quantum-
optical experiment involving photodetection. For justi-
fication and discussion of this model see sections II and
III in Ref. [4].
B. Condensed notation
To keep the bulk of formulae under the lid and make
their structure more transparent, we make extensive use
of condensed notation,
fg =
∫
dxdtf(x, t)g(x, t), (30)
fKg =
∫
dxdx′dtdt′f(x, t)K(x, x′, t− t′)g(x′, t′), (31)
(Kg)(x, t) =
∫
dx′dt′K(x, x′, t− t′)g(x′, t′), (32)
(fK)(x, t) =
∫
dx′dt′g(x′, t′)K(x′, x, t′ − t), (33)
where f(x, t) and g(x, t) are c-number or q-number func-
tions, andK(x, x′, t−t′) is a c-number kernel. The “prod-
ucts” fg and fKg denote scalars, while Kg and fK —
functions (fields).
C. Closed-time-loop formalism and response
transformation
Fields, currents and dipoles in eqs. (25)–(29) are
interaction-picture operators. Their Heisenberg counter-
parts will be denoted by calligraphic letters as Eˆ(x, t),
Aˆ(x, t), Dˆ(x, t), and Jˆ (x, t). We solve for the character-
istic functional of the TC-ordered products of the Heisen-
berg operators written in causal variables ,
5Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣je, de, d∗e , ae, ee, e∗e ∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e )
=
〈
TC exp
(
iη+Aˆ+ − iη−Aˆ− + iζ+Jˆ+ − iζ−Jˆ−
)
× exp (iµ¯+Eˆ+ + iµ+Eˆ†+ − iµ¯−Eˆ− − iµ−Eˆ†− + iν¯+Dˆ+ + iν+Dˆ†+ − iν¯−Dˆ− − iν−Dˆ†−)
〉∣∣
c.v.
, (34)
where η±(x, t), ζ±(x, t), µ±(x, t), µ¯±(x, t), ν±(x, t), and ν¯±(x, t) in (34) are auxiliary complex c-number functions,
and c.v. refers to the set of response substitutions , (with arguments dropped for clarity)
η± =
je
~
± η(∓), ζ± = ae
~
± ζ(∓),
µ+ =
de
~
, µ¯+ = µ
∗ +
d∗e
~
, µ¯− =
d∗e
~
, µ− = µ+
de
~
,
ν+ =
ee
~
, ν¯+ = ν
∗ +
e∗e
~
, ν¯− =
e∗e
~
, ν− = ν +
ee
~
.
(35)
We use notation (30). The symbols (±) denote separation
of the frequency-positive and negative parts, cf. eq. (12).
TC-ordering was defined in section II B. The averaging in
(34) is over the initial (Heisenberg) state of the system, cf.
eq. (6). We remind that the initial state of all oscillators
is vacuum,
ρˆ = ρˆdev ⊗
∣∣0〉〈0∣∣, (36)
Not to be lost in these definitions, note the following.
The Heisenberg operators are by construction dependent
(conditional) on the sources; in (34), this dependence is
made explicit. Furthermore, operators in (34) are organ-
ised in repetitive structures. So, the current operator
Jˆ (x, t) and variables ζ(x, t), ae(x, t) emerge as a combi-
nation,
iζ(−)Jˆ+ + iζ(+)Jˆ− +
iae
(Jˆ+ − Jˆ−)
~
= i
∫
dxdt
{
ζ(−)(x, t)Jˆ+(x, t) + ζ(+)(x, t)Jˆ−(x, t)
+
ae(x, t)
[Jˆ+(x, t) − Jˆ−(x, t)]
~
}
. (37)
To better orient the reader, we have also expanded the
condensed notation. The nonresonant part of the field
Aˆ(x, t) and variables η(x, t), je(x, t) are organised in a
similar combination. The dipole operator Dˆ(x, t) and
variables ν(x, t), ee(x, t) enter as a structure,
iν∗Dˆ+ − iνDˆ†− +
ie∗e
(Dˆ+ − Dˆ−)+ iee(Dˆ†+ − Dˆ†−)
~
.
(38)
The resonant part of the field Eˆ(x, t) and variables µ(x, t),
de(x, t) are organised similarly. Formal patterns charac-
teristic of the narrow-band case are in fact a resonance
approximation to those characteristic of the broad-band
case, cf. Ref. [4], appendix B.
D. Consistency conditions
The critical property of functional (34) is that it de-
pends only on sums of the external sources Ae, Je, Ee,
De and the corresponding auxiliary variables ae, je, ee,
de [4]:
Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣je, de, d∗e , ae, ee, e∗e ∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e )
= Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0∣∣Je + je, De + de, D∗e + d∗e , Ae + ae, Ee + ee, E∗e + e∗e). (39)
Alternatively,
Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣je, de, d∗e , ae, ee, e∗e ∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e )
= Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Je + je, De + de, D∗e + d∗e , Ae + ae, Ee + ee, E∗e + e∗e ∣∣0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). (40)
These relations are a generalisation of consistency conditions derived in Refs. [14, 15]. Equations (39) and (40) express
the same functional but much differ in their interpretation. Equation (40) shows that, mathematically, external c-
number sources in quantum equations of motion are redundant. Information contained in the Heisenberg operators
6conditional on the sources is already present in the operators defined without the sources. This is an important fact,
because c-number sources are formal and, strictly speaking, unphysical quantities. At the same time, quantum system
evolving under the influence of external sources is a very convenient formal viewpoint; in many cases, it is also a valid
macroscopic approximation. This response viewpoint , expressed by eq. (39), is the one we adhere to in this paper.
In view of eq. (39) we may set the redundant auxiliary variables to zero,
ae(x, t) = je(x, t) = ee(x, t) = de(x, t) = 0. (41)
Formal description of the system is then given by the reduced characteristic functional,
Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e ) = Φ(η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗∣∣0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e ). (42)
This does not lead to any loss of generality. Full quantum
formulae may be recovered replacing,
Ae → ae +Ae, Je → je + Je,
Ee → ee + Ee, De → de +De.
(43)
E. Reduction to currents and dipoles
Full electromagnetic properties of the quantum device
may be expressed by the properties of the Heisenberg
(“dressed”) current and dipole operators. They are con-
tained in the functional,
Φdev
(
ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Ae, Ee, E∗e )
= Φ
(
0, 0, 0, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣0, 0, 0, Ae, Ee, E∗e ). (44)
A formula reducing (34) to (44) was found in Ref. [4].
Under conditions (41) it reads,
Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e )
= exp
(
iη∆RJe + iµ
∗GRDe − iµG∗RD∗e
)
×Φdev
(
ζ+η∆R, ν+µG
∗
R, ν
∗+µ∗GR
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext).
(45)
We use here abbreviated notation (31) and (33). The
kernels ∆R and GR given by the formulae,
∆R(x, x
′, t− t′) = i
~
θ(t− t′)[Aˆ(x, t), Aˆ(x′, t′)], (46)
GR(x, x
′, t− t′) = i
~
θ(t− t′)[Eˆ(x, t), Eˆ†(x′, t′)], (47)
and the external fields are combinations of the sources,
Aext(x, t) = Ae(x, t) +
∫
dx′dt′∆R(x, x
′, t− t′)Je(x′, t′),
Eext(x, t) = Ee(x, t) +
∫
dx′dt′GR(x, x
′, t− t′)De(x′, t′).
(48)
Definitions (46), (47) are Kubo’s formulae for linear re-
sponse functions [26]; for more details see Ref. [13]. Com-
mutators in (47) and (46) are c-numbers so that quantum
averaging present in Kubo’s formula is dropped. In other
words, response of a linear system does not depend on its
state. Explicit expressions forGR and ∆R are found from
definitions (25) and (26), see Ref. [4].
F. “Dressing” of currents and dipoles
Nontrivial part of perturbative calculations is formally
expressed by the dressing formula [4],
Φdev
(
ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣ae, ee, e∗e)
= exp
(
− i δ
δae
∆R
δ
δζ
− i δ
δee
GR
δ
δν∗
+ i
δ
δe∗e
G∗R
δ
δν
)
× ΦIdev
(
ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣ae, ee, e∗e), (49)
where ΦIdev contains properties of the interaction-picture
(“bare”) current and dipole operators,
ΦIdev
(
ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣ae, ee, e∗e) = TrρˆdevTC exp (iζ+Jˆ+−iζ−Jˆ−
+ iν¯+Dˆ+ + iν+Dˆ
†
+ − iν¯−Dˆ− − iν−Dˆ†−
)∣∣
c.v.
, (50)
and c.v. refers to a suitable subset of eqs. (35).
Of importance for consistency of all our interpretations
is that ΦIdev may equally be written in a response form,
ΦIdev
(
ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Ae, Ee, E∗e )
= TrρˆdevT : exp
(
iζJˆ ′ + iν¯∗Dˆ′ − iνDˆ′†):, (51)
where the primed operators are defined as Heisenberg
ones with respect to the Hailtonian,
Hˆ ′(t) = Hˆdev(t)−
∫
dx
[
Ae(x, t)Jˆ(x, t)
+ E∗e (x, t)Dˆ(x, t) + Ee(x, t)Dˆ
†(x, t)
]
. (52)
This is Hamiltonian (23) with field operators set to zero.
Consequently, equivalence of definitions (50) and (51) is
a particular case of consistency condition (39), with all
arguments related to fields dropped.
IV. CONDITIONAL TIME-NORMAL
AVERAGES
A. Characteristic functionals as time-normal
averages
An astonishing feature of eqs. (45) and (49) is that
they lack Planck’s constant. These equations provide an
7exact, albeit formal, solution to the problem of electro-
magnetic interaction in quantum mechanics. Planck’s
constant is present in the definition of the fields (25),
(26) and of the response functions (47), (46), and in the
response substitutions (35), but falls out of the final for-
mulae. Equations (45) and (49) survive the classical limit
~→ 0 without changes, and must therefore exist in clas-
sical statistical electrodynamics.
The most natural correspondence between quantum
and classical electrodynamics emerges if we rewrite the
key equation (45) in terms of the time-normal averages
introduced in section II. Taking notice of eqs. (37), (38)
we find the explicit q-number formula for the reduced
functional (42),
Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e )
=
〈
TC exp
[
iη(−)Aˆ+ + iη(+)Aˆ− + iζ(−)Jˆ+ + iζ(+)Jˆ−
+ iµ∗Eˆ+ − iµEˆ†− + iν∗Dˆ+ − iνDˆ†−
]〉
. (53)
We remind that the Heisenberg operators are by con-
struction conditional on the external sources in Hamilto-
nian (23). Comparing (53) to eqs. (4) and (11) we find,
Φ
(
η, µ, µ∗, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e )
=
〈
T : exp (iηAˆ+iζJˆ +iµ∗Eˆ −iµEˆ†+iν∗Dˆ−iνDˆ†):〉.
(54)
That is, under conditions (41) functional Φ turns into
a generating one of quantum averages of time-normally
ordered products (time-normal averages, for short) of the
Heisenberg operators conditional on the sources . This
unifies the kinematical analyses of Refs. [14, 15] and the
dynamical ones of Refs. [4, 16].
Setting η(x, t) = µ(x, t) = 0 in (45) we have,
Φ
(
0, 0, 0, ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Je, De, D∗e , Ae, Ee, E∗e )
= Φdev
(
ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext). (55)
This relation shows that, unlike fields, currents and
dipoles depend only on the natural combinations (48).
Comparing it to eq. (54) we find,
Φdev
(
ζ, ν, ν∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext)
=
〈
T : exp (iζJˆ + iν∗Dˆ − iνDˆ†):〉. (56)
In turn, this allows us to rewrite eq. (45) as a relation
between time-normal averages of the field, dipole and
current operators,〈
T : exp (iηAˆ+ iµ∗Eˆ − iµEˆ† + iζJˆ + iν∗Dˆ − iνDˆ†):〉
=
〈
T : exp [iη∆R(Jˆ + Je)+ iµ∗GR(Dˆ +De)
− iµG∗R
(Dˆ† +D∗e)+ iζJˆ + iν∗Dˆ − iνDˆ†]:
〉
. (57)
We moved the c-number factors inside the time-normal
average. Formula (57) is the starting point of all analyses
in this paper.
(a)
(b)
Device
External
sources
Device Detector
Explicit
sources
Implicit
sources
Detector
FIG. 1: Schematics of eqs. (64) and (69). (a) In eq. (64),
radiation of external sources is scattered by a device, and
full radiation is measured by a detector. (b) In eq. (69), the
sources are initially divided into implicit and explicit ones,
and the detector is insensitive to the radiation of the implicit
sources. To achieve full correspondence between the classical
and quantum formulations, radiation of the implicit sources
is added to the detected field by hand. Radiation of implicit
sources which does ot does not reach the detector is shown
schematically as a dashed wavy line, while all other types of
radiation — as solid wavy lines. Devices drawn with dashed
lines occur implicitly.
B. Classical phenomenology of radiation scattering
As a yardstick for quantum interactions, consider a
classical scattering problem depicted in Fig. 1a. For sim-
plicity we confine our discussion to the nonresonant field
and current (the broad-band case). The general case will
be restored in section VB. In the arrangement in Fig. 1a,
radiation of some external sources Aext(x, t) is incident
on a device. Full radiation Atot(x, t) seen by a detector
includes Aext(x, t) and radiation of the device,
Atot(x, t) = Aext(x, t) +
∫
dt′∆R(x, x
′, t− t′)J(x′, t′).
(58)
The random current J(x, t) describes the device. Sources
of Aext(x, t) and the detector occur implicitly; in Fig. 1a,
they are drawn with dashed lines.
External radiation is by definition regular (nonstochas-
tic). The only source of randomness is stochasticity of the
current J(x, t). Its most general characterisation is given
by a conditional functional probability distribution,
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) ≥ 0. (59)
We stress that p
(
J
∣∣Aext) is a functional of two c-number
8functions J(x, t) and Aext(x, t) and not a function of two
scalar variables. An alternative characterisation of the
device is given by the generating functional of stochastic
averages of the random current conditional on the inci-
dent field,
J(x1, t1) · · ·J(xm, tm)|Aext =
δmΦdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext)
δζ(x1, t1) · · · δζ(xm, tm) ,
Φdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext) = exp
[
i
∫
dtζ(x, t)J(x, t)
]∣∣∣
Aext
. (60)
For a general non-Markovian system, the conditional av-
erage · · ·|Aext is written explicitly as a path integral,
Φdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext) =∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)
}
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) exp (iζJ).
(61)
We again resort to condensed notation (30).
We do not introduce path integrals formally, think-
ing of them as multidimensional integrals in discretised
time. This makes their algebraic manipulation straight-
forward. In particular, inverting the multidimensional
Fourier-transformation (61) we find the formula,
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) =∏
x,t
{
dtdx
2pi
∫
dζ(x, t)
}
exp
(− iζJ)
× Φdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext), (62)
cf. eq. (A.6) in the appendix. The infinitesimal scaling
factor Πx,tdxdt emphasises that our formulae are only
symbolic. For more details see section VII and the ap-
pendix.
Full characterisation of the scattering experiment in
Fig. 1a is given by the generating functional of joint
stochatic averages of the field and current,
exp
(
iηAtot + iζJ
)
|Aext
= exp
[
iη
(
Aext +∆RJ
)
+ iζJ
]
|Aext . (63)
The RHS here may also be written explicitly as a func-
tional integral,
exp
(
iηAtot + iζJ
)
|Aext =
∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)
}
p
(
J
∣∣Aext)
× exp [iη(Aext +∆RJ)+ iζJ]. (64)
These formulae express two simple facts: that the full
field is external field plus radiation of the device, cf. eq.
(58), and that the sole source of stochasticity is random-
ness of J(x, t).
C. Quantum versus classical field-scattering
problem
It is instructive to compare the classical eq. (63) to the
quantum formula (57). Confining the latter for simplicity
to the broad-band field and current we obtain,
〈
T : exp (iηAˆ+ iζJˆ ):〉
=
〈
T : exp [iη∆R(Jˆ + Je)+ iζJˆ ]:
〉
. (65)
Reduced to the current modes, eq. (56) reads,
Φdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext) =
〈
T : exp (iζJˆ ):〉. (66)
We see that in quantum mechanics things are a trifle
more complicated than in classical mechanics. While
properties of the current operator depend on the full ex-
ternal field Aext(x, t), those of the field operator depend
on Aext(x, t) through the current operator and separately
on Je(x, t) through the factor
exp
(
iη∆RJe
)
(67)
in eq. (65). We therefore multiply eq. (65) by the addi-
tional factor,
exp
(
iηAe
)
. (68)
The resulting quantum formula reads,
〈
T : exp [iη(Aˆ+Ae)+ iζJˆ ]:
〉
=
〈
T : exp [iη(Aext +∆RJˆ )+ iζJˆ ]:
〉
, (69)
where use was made of the obvious relation,
exp
(
iη∆RJe
)
exp
(
iηAe
)
= exp
(
iηAext
)
. (70)
In eq. (69), the RHS and hence the LHS depend only on
the full external field Aext(x, t).
Comparing eq. (63) and (69) we see that they coincide
up to the replacement of operators by c-numbers, and of
the time-normal averages by classical stochastic averages,
Aˆ(x, t) +Ae(x, t)↔ Atot(x, t), Jˆ (x, t)↔ J(x, t),
〈T :(· · · ):〉 ↔ (· · · ).
(71)
The field operator Aˆ(x, t) thus corresponds not to the
full field Atot(x, t), but to the radiated field A(x, t),
A(x, t) = Atot(x, t)−Ae(x, t)
=
∫
dt′∆R(x, x
′, t− t′)[J(x′, t′) + Je(x′, t′)]. (72)
The latter is measured in the experimental arrangement
shown in Fig. 1b. All external sources are divided into
implicit and explicit ones. Implicit sources are responsi-
ble for the field Ae(x, t). This field affects the device but
not the detector. Explicit sources are described by the
current Je(x, t). Radiation of the latter affects both the
device and the detector.
9That the detector sees radiation of some sources and
does not see radiation of others may seem unnatural,
but it reflects the situation in quantum mechanics where
quantised fields and c-number sources are objects of dif-
ferent nature. In fact, whether the detector does or does
not see Ae(x, t) is an additional assumption to be made in
a detection model. We return to this question elsewhere.
D. Cancellation of the in-field
The message of eq. (65) is that, under the time-
normal averaging, classical radiation laws apply directly
to Heisenberg operators . That is, in a time-normal aver-
age (and only in a time-normal average) we can write,
Aˆ(x, t) =
∫
dx′dt′∆R(x, x
′, t− t′)
× [Jˆ (x′, t′) + Je(x′, t′)]. (73)
It is instructive to compare this relation to the standard
quantum-field-theoretical formula connecting the Heisen-
berg and free-field operators. Without the source, (73)
becomes,
Aˆ(x, t) =
∫
dx′dt′∆R(x, x
′, t− t′)Jˆ (x′, t′). (74)
As a Hilbert-space formula, this relation cannot be cor-
rect because it does not preserve commutational rela-
tions. The right formula [20] should include the free-field
operator (in-field),
Aˆ(x, t) = Aˆ(x, t)
+
∫
dx′dt′∆R(x, x
′, t− t′)Jˆ (x′, t′). (75)
Under the time-normal averaging, the in-field cancels.
This is partly due to the vacuum initial state of the field,
but only partly. The in-field operator Aˆ(x, t) does not
commute with Aˆ(x, t) and Jˆ (x, t), so that its disappear-
ance under the time-normal averaging in eq. (65) is any-
thing but trivial.
V. CONDITIONAL P-FUNCTIONAL
A. Conditional time-normal quasiprobability
distribution of the quantum current
In conventional phase-space approaches [2, 3], each
type of operator ordering is associated with a correspond-
ing type of quasidistribution. Formally, quasidistribu-
tions may be defined postulating that the relation be-
tween quantum averages of operators ordered in a par-
ticular way and the associated quasidistribution emulates
the classical relation between stochastic averages and
probability distributions. Applying this idea to interact-
ing systems, it is natural to introduce conditional func-
tional time-normal quasiprobability distributions , or con-
ditional P-functionals , of quantum dynamical variables.
By definition, they are related to time-normal averages of
these variables by formulae emulating classical relations
between multitime stochastic averages and correspond-
ing functional probability distributions. Conditional P-
functionals thus generalise two concepts: that of con-
ditional functional probability distribution to quantum
mechanics, and that of P-function to Heisenberg fields.
So, postulating eq. (62) for the quantum Φdev given
by (66), we define the conditional P-functional of the
quantum current as,
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) =∏
t
{
dtdx
2pi
∫
dζ(t)
}
×
〈
T : exp
{
i
∫
dxdtζ(x, t)
[Jˆ (x, t)− J(x, t)]
}
:
〉
.
(76)
The inverse relation emulates eq. (61):
〈
T : exp
[
i
∫
dtζ(x, t)Jˆ (x, t)
]
:
〉
=
∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)
}
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) exp
[
i
∫
dxdtζ(x, t)J(x, t)
]
. (77)
Note that the logic here is the other way around compared to eqs. (61), (62). The primary quantity is functional (66),
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) is defined by eq. (76), while eq. (77) is found inverting the latter.
Using eq. (77), eq. (57) may be written in the form,
〈
T : exp
(
i
∫
dxdt
{
η(x, t)
[Aˆ(x, t) +Ae(x, t)]+ ζ(x, t)Jˆ (x, t)
})
:
〉
=
∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)
}
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) exp
(
i
∫
dxdt
{
ζ(x, t)J(x, t)
+ η(x, t)
[
Aext(x, t) +
∫
dx′dt′∆R(t− t′)J(x′, t′)
]})
. (78)
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This is a quantum analog of eq. (64). It differs from the latter in replacements (71), and in that the P-functional
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) needs not be nonnegative.
Reality and causality properties of the P-functionals are inherited from those of the the time-normal averages (cf.
section IID). Using reality of the latter it is straightforward to show that the P-functionals are also real. We avoid
formulating causality conditions for the P-functionals which are not transparent. It suffices to say that causality
properties of the P-functionals coincide with those of the functional probability distributions .
Equation (78) may be extended to a full quantum treatment replacing,
Ae(x, t)→ Ae(x, t) + ae(x, t). (79)
In classical mechanics, ae(x, t) does not exist. It appears only in quantum mechanics, where it reflects noncommuta-
tivity of the operators. ae(x, t) and Ae(x, t) not just differ, but are of different nature: one is an auxiliary variable, and
the other is an external source. It is a nontrivial property of quantum dynamics that they occur in the functional Φ
as a sum. All quantum-classical correspondences we discuss in this paper are subject to two facts: absence of Planck’s
constant in dynamical relations in causal variables, and the consistency relation (39). In no way should importance
of the latter be overlooked.
B. Extension to the general case
The main advantage of conditional P-functionals is that they allow for doing quantum electrodynamics by thinking
classically. As an example, let us “derive” eq. (57) from classical considerations and correspondence rules (71). In the
general case of Hamiltonian (23), eqs. (71) should be supplemented by correspondences for dipoles and optical fields,
Eˆ(x, t)↔ E(x, t), Dˆ(x, t)↔ D(x, t), Eˆ†(x, t)↔ E∗(x, t), Dˆ†(x, t)↔ D∗(x, t), (80)
where E(x, t) is the radiated optical field,
E(x, t) =
∫
dx′dt′GR(x, x
′, t− t′)[D(x, t) +De(x, t)]. (81)
The device is now formally described by two random quantities, current J(x, t) and dipole D(x, t). Their joint
probablity distribution is conditional on the external fields (48),
p
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext) ≥ 0. (82)
Using it we can construct the characteristic functional of joint statistical averages of the currents and dipoles,
exp
(
iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗) =∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)d2D(x, t)
}
× p(J,D,D∗∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext) exp (iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗). (83)
Using eqs. (72) and (81), we also obtain the characteristic functional of joint statistical averages of the fields, currents
and dipoles,
exp
(
iηA+ iµ∗E − iµE∗ + iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗)
=
∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)d2D(x, t)
}
p
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext)
× exp [iη∆R(J + Je)+ iµ∗GR(D +De)− iµG∗R(D∗ +D∗e)+ iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗]. (84)
Comparing these two relations, we find the formula,
exp
(
iηA+ iµ∗E − iµE∗ + iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗)
= exp
[
iη∆R
(
J + Je
)
+ iµ∗GR
(
D +De
)− iµG∗R(D∗ +D∗e )+ iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗]. (85)
Applying replacements (71), (80) to this relation we indeed recover eq. (57).
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Consider now the logic of this “derivation” in more detail. Applying the said replacements to eq. (83) is equivalent
to defining the conditional P-functional,
p
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext) =∏
x,t
{
(dtdx)3
2pi3
∫
dζ(x, t)d2ν(x, t)
}
×
〈
T : exp [iζ(Jˆ − J)+ iν∗(Dˆ −D)− iν(Dˆ† −D∗)]:〉. (86)
Inverting this definition we find the quantum counterpart of (83),
〈
T : exp (iζJˆ + iν∗Dˆ − iνDˆ†):〉 =∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)d2D(x, t)
}
× p(J,D,D∗∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext) exp (iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗). (87)
Furthermore, applying the quantum-classical correspondences to eq. (84) we obtain,
〈
T : exp (iηAˆ+ iµ∗Eˆ − iµEˆ† + iζJˆ + iν∗Dˆ − iνDˆ†):〉
=
∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)d2D(x, t)
}
p
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext)
× exp [iη∆R(J + Je)+ iµ∗GR(D +De)− iµG∗R(D∗ +D∗e)+ iζJ + iν∗D − iνD∗]. (88)
Comparing eqs. (87) and (88) we recover eq. (57). How-
ever, there is no other way to actually prove (88) except
by showing that it follows from (57), which in turn is an-
other form of (45). Strictly speaking, eq. (88) is eq. (45)
written using notation (54), (56) and definition (86). One
may say that eq. (88) is a mnemonic form of the quan-
tum relation (45): classical connotations of the former
allow one to easily memorise it. The actual derivation of
eqs. (45), (57) and (88) is that given in Refs. [4, 16]. All
we do here is rewrite the obscure eq. (45) in a series of
physically more transparent forms.
VI. SELF-ACTION PROBLEM IN TERMS OF
P-FUNCTIONALS
Conditional P-functionals also give a natural descrip-
tion of the electromagnetic self-action, or “dressing,”
problem. Again, we start from a more compact broad-
band case. Reduced to fields and currents, the dressing
relation (49) becomes,
Φdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext) = exp
(
− i δ
δAext
∆R
δ
δζ
)
ΦIdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext),
(89)
This formula implies the response definition of ΦIdev by
eq. (51). Following the pattern of eqs. (76), (77) we de-
fine,
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) =∏
x,t
{
dxdt
2pi
∫
dζ(x, t)
}
× TrρˆdevT : exp
[
iζ
(
Jˆ ′ − J)]:, (90)
and
ΦIdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext) = TrρˆdevT : exp (iζJˆ ′):
=
∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)
}
pI
(
J
∣∣Aext) exp (iζJ). (91)
Jˆ ′(x, t) was defined in section III F. We use condensed
notation (30). The meaning of pI is yet to be understood.
Substituting (91) into the dressing formula (89) we have,
Φdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext) =∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)
}
× exp
(
− i δ
δAext
∆R
δ
δζ
)
pI
(
J
∣∣Aext) exp (iζJ). (92)
The integrand here is transformed in two steps:
exp
(
− i δ
δAext
∆R
δ
δζ
)
pI
(
J
∣∣Aext) exp (iζJ)
= exp
(
iζJ
)
exp
(
δ
δAext
∆RJ
)
pI
(
J
∣∣Aext)
= exp
(
iζJ
)
pI
(
J
∣∣Aext +∆RJ). (93)
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We use condensed notation (33). The first step in (93)
is trivial; the second one is an application of a functional
shift operator. This way,
Φdev
(
ζ
∣∣Aext) =∏
x,t
{∫
dJ(x, t)
}
× pI(J∣∣Aext +∆RJ) exp (iζJ), (94)
and
p
(
J
∣∣Aext) = pI(J∣∣Aext +∆RJ). (95)
The classical content of this relation is crystal clear.
Functional p
(
J
∣∣Aext) describes statistical properties of
the current J(x, t) conditional on the external (macro-
scopic) field Aext(x, t). Functional p
I
(
J
∣∣Aloc) describes
statistical properties of the current J(x, t) conditional on
the local (microscopic) field Aloc(x, t). The latter equals
Aext(t) plus self-radiation of the current,
Aloc(x, t) = Aext(x, t)
+
∫
dx′dt′∆R(x, x
′, t− t′)J(x′, t′). (96)
In quantum electrodynamics, this interpretation applies
with replacement of “statistical” by “quasistatistical.”
In the general case, the dressing relation for P-
functionals reads,
p
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext)
= pI
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext+∆RJ,Eext+GRD,E∗ext+G∗RD∗),
(97)
where the functional pI
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext) is given
by the relation,
pI
(
J,D,D∗
∣∣Aext, Eext, E∗ext)
=
∏
x,t
{
(dxdt)3
2pi3
∫
dζ(x, t)d2ν(x, t)
}
Trρˆdev
×T : exp [iζ(Jˆ ′− J)− iµ∗(Dˆ′−D)+ iµ(Dˆ′† −D∗)]:.
(98)
The primed operators were defined in section III F.
Derivation and interpretation of eq. (97) are no differ-
ent from those of eq. (95).
VII. DISCUSSION: CAUSALITY AND
REGULARISATIONS
It should not be overlooked that eq. (95) is consistent
only due to causality properties of P-functionals. Here
is a simple example. Assume that all quantities in (95)
do not depend on time. The external field shifts the
Gaussian distribution of the current,
pI
(
J
∣∣Ae) = 1√
2pi J0
exp
[
−
(
J − χAe
)2
2J20
]
, (99)
where J0 > 0 and χ are real constants. In place of (96)
we postulate a scalar formula,
Aloc = Ae +∆RJ, (100)
where ∆R is one more real constant. For the “dressed
current” we find,
p
(
J
∣∣Ae) = 1√
2pi J0
exp
[
−
(
J − χ∆RJ − χAe
)2
2J20
]
.
(101)
This function is not normalised,∫
dJ p
(
J
∣∣Ae) = 1
1− χ∆R 6= 1, (102)
and cannot be a probability distribution for anything.
To see how causality breaks this vicious circle of same-
time interactions consider another simple example. We
generalise (99) to two currents,
pI
(
J, J ′
∣∣Ae, A′e)
=
1
2piJ20
exp
[
−
(
J − χAe
)2
+
(
J ′ − χA′e
)2
2J20
]
. (103)
The primed current preceeds the unprimed one in time;
therefore it may affect the latter but not vice versa.
Same-time interactions are not allowed either. The sim-
plest case of such interaction is,
Aloc = Ae +∆RJ
′, A′loc = A
′
e. (104)
For the dressed currents we then have,
p
(
J, J ′
∣∣Ae, A′e) = 12piJ20
× exp
[
−
(
J − χ∆RJ ′ − χAe
)2
+
(
J ′ − χA′e
)2
2J20
]
.
(105)
Unlike (101), this function is both positive and nor-
malised, ∫
dJ ′
∫
dJ p
(
J, J ′
∣∣Ae, A′e) = 1. (106)
It is therefore a genuine two-dimensional conditional
probability distribution for a correlated pair of currents.
The order of integrations in (106) is chosen so as to
make the result obvious. Indeed, (105) has the structure,
p
(
J, J ′
∣∣Ae, A′e) = p(J∣∣Ae, J ′)p′(J ′∣∣A′e), (107)
where
p
(
J
∣∣Ae, J ′) = 1√
2pi J0
exp
[
−
(
J − χ∆RJ ′ − χAe
)2
2J20
]
,
p′
(
J ′
∣∣A′e) = 1√
2pi J0
exp
[
−
(
J ′ − χA′e
)2
2J20
]
.
(108)
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The later current is conditional on the earlier one and the
external field. The earlier current is conditional only on
the external field. Similar structures should emerge for
any time sequence of currents irrespective of any detals
of the interaction. The only requirement is that each
current depends only on those preceding it in time.
In real problems with continuous time, critical for can-
cellation of same-time interactions are regularisations .
So, in Ref. [19], causal regularisation was applied to the
retarded Green function of the emerging equation for
phase-space amplitudes. This made noise sources present
in the said equation independent of the amplitudes at
the same time, resulting in the Ito calculus being cho-
sen. The effect of causal regularisation is thus twofold:
to introduce an infinitesimal delay into the phase-space
equation, which is in essence time discretisation, and to
prevent same-time interactions. A conceptual connec-
tion between the above simple examples and the causal
regularisation is obvious. For a discussion of the con-
nection between causal regularisation and suppression of
infinities in relativistic quantum field theory we refer the
reader to appendix D of Ref. [16].
VIII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
It is shown that phase-space concepts such as time-
normal operator ordering and P-functonal provide a nat-
ural framework for quantum interactions of light and
matter. In a forthcoming paper [27] this framework will
be extended to macroscopic interactions of distinguish-
able devices.
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Appendix: Functional probability distributions and
inversion formulae
The goal of this appendix is to derive the inversion
formula (62), and to point to mathematical complications
hidden behind apparent simplicity of our formulae. For
simplicity we consider a c-number random quantity J(t).
For general non-Markovian systems, classical statistical
averaging is formally a functional (path) integral,
J(t1) · · · J(tm) =
∏
t
{∫
dJ(t)
}
p(J)J(t1) · · ·J(tm),
(A.1)
where p(J) is a functional probability distribution over
the random functions (paths) J(t). We emphasise that
p(J) is not a function of variable J , but a functional of a
function J(t).
For all practical purposes, t in (A.1) may be thought
of as a discrete index. Functional integration is then re-
garded a multiple integration over variables J(t) = Jt,
each defined in an infinitely narrow Trotter time slice ∆t
labelled by index t. With this simplified view, algebraic
manipulation of the path integral becomes straightfor-
ward. For example, let us express p(J) in terms of the
characteritic functional of quantum averages (A.1),
Φ
(
ζ
)
= exp
[
i
∫
dtζ(t)J(t)
]
=
∏
t
{∫
dJ(t)
}
p(J) exp
[
i
∫
dtζ(t)J(t)
]
. (A.2)
Thinking discretised time we replace,
exp
[
i
∫
dtζ(t)J(t)
]
→
∏
t
ei∆tζtJt . (A.3)
The discretised approximation to (A.2) reads,
Φ
(
ζ
)
=
∏
t
{∫
ei∆tζtJtdJt
}
p(J). (A.4)
This is nothing but a multidimensional Fourier-
transform. Inverting it “slicewise” we find,
p(J) =
∏
t
{
∆t
2pi
∫
e−i∆tζtJtdζt
}
Φ
(
ζ
)
=
∏
t
{
∆t
2pi
∫
dζt
}
Φ
(
ζ
)
exp
[
− i∆t
∑
t
ζtJt
]
. (A.5)
Restoring continuity of time, we obtain the inversion for-
mula,
p(J) =
∏
t
{
dt
2pi
∫
dζ(t)
}
exp
[
− i
∫
dtζ(t)J(t)
]
Φ
(
ζ
)
.
(A.6)
The infinitesimal factor
∏
t dt leaves no doubt that this
expression is only symbolic.
It should be noted that the notation we use for path
integrals is equally symbolic. As an example, consider a
well defined mathematical concept: the Wiener process.
In discretised time, the probability density for the Wiener
process reads,
∏
t
{
d∆Jt√
2pi∆t
exp
[
−
(
∆Jt
)2
2∆t
]}
, (A.7)
where ∆Jt = Jt−Jt−∆t are stochastic increments. From
the first glance, continuous limit may be achieved intro-
ducing the discretised derivative,
J ′t =
∆Jt
∆t
. (A.8)
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so that
∏
t
{
d∆Jt√
2pi∆t
exp
[
−
(
∆Jt
)2
2∆t
]}
=
∏
t
[
dJ ′t
√
∆t
2pi
]
exp
[
−
∑
t
∆t
(
J ′t
)2
2
]
. (A.9)
In the continuous limit, we have for the probability den-
sity,
∏
t
[
dJ ′(t)
√
dt
2pi
]
exp
{
− 1
2
∫
dt
[
J ′(t)
]2}
. (A.10)
Infinitesimal scaling factors are indeed eliminated from
the exponent, but the overall factor
∏
t
√
dt persists. Be-
cause of this factor, quantity (A.10) is zero for all func-
tions for which the integral in the exponent is defined (as
expected). For nondifferentiable functions — which are
of actual interest — eq. (A.10) is useless, because anyway
it has to be specified through some limiting procedure.
Hence (A.10) is no more than a symbolic way of writing
the discretised approximation (A.7).
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